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1. The object of this paper is to give a proof that the quotient
A(yz),% tends to a limit as n + CCI; where A (72) denot’es the number
of
abundant
numbersinot exceeding n.. It was proved by Behrendl
that,
for all sufficiently
large n, this quotient
lies between -241 and -314. The
fact that it tends to a limit as 72 + GO has been proved by Da’venportg,
and
he sta.tes tha’t simila,r proofs have been found independently
by Behrend
a.nd Chow&.
* &xceived
4 Apil,
1934; reatl Iti April, 1934.
i An abundant number is a number m for which 9 (,,i) > Om, n-hem b(m) is the sum of
the ctix-isors of m, including
1 and m.
: Bdiner
Sitzzmgsbericlitc(193?j, X-?-3%;
(1933), “80-293.
zj Ibid. (1934), 830-837.
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The proof which I give here differs entirely
from that of Davenport,
and requires only elementary
considerations.
First we make the following
observation.
Let a, < a2 < a3 . . . be an
infinite sequence of positive integers, a’nd let ,4(n) denote the number of
numbers not exceeding n which are divisib1.e by at least one O+ Then,
if E (l/c+) converges, the quotient.d(n)/n
tends to a limit as ri-tco.
For
let dk(n) denot’e the number of numbers not exceeding n which are divisible
by ak but not by any of a,, a2, . . . . ukhl.
Then we have

Now,

trivially,

Hence the series on the right of (1) converges uniformly
in n, in virtue of
the convergence
of I; (l/a,).
Also it is clear that, for each fixed L, d,(n)/n
tends to a limit A, as n -+ UJ’, and Cd, converges.
Hence lim A (n)/n exists
n-+-m
and has the value g A,.
We now apply t&s result to the abundant
numbers.
Since any mult.iple
of an abundant
number is abundant,
we obtain all abundant
numbers by
taking all multiples
of all primitive
abundant
numbers, where a primitive
abundant
number is defined as an abundant
number of which no proper
divisor is abundant.
We shall prove in this paper that the number of primitive
abundant
numbers not exceeding n is o (n/log2 n). From this it follows that the sum
of the reciprocals
of the primitive
abundant numbers converges, and hence
that the quotient A (n)/n tends to a limit as n-+m.
2. LEMiK4

the following

The number
1.
three condition,s

of integers m < n which do not sa.tisfy all of

(1) if p” 1m and a > 1, then p” < (log n)l” ;
(2) the number

of different
ti*here Y = log log n ;

prime

factors

of m is less than

(3) the greatest prime factor of m is greater than n11(20v) ;

is o(n/log2n).
The number

of integers

m -< n which do uot satisfy

(1) is less than

1Ov,
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where u(p) is the least integer a such thatpa > (log n)l”.
in question is less than
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Hence the number

If m is an integer which does not satisfy (2), then
d(m) 3 2m = (logn)10’0s2 > (log n)“.
Since

%-z(m) = O(n logn),
1

it follows that the number of numbers m <n which do not satisfy (2) is
O(n/log3n).
As regards the integers not satisfying (3), we may suppose without loss
of generality that t,hey do satisfy (2) : thus each of them is a product of
powers of not more than 10~ primes eaoh less than or equal to nl/(**“). The
number of such prime powers does not, exceed

nl/POv)$,
and so the number of possible combinations
10~ at a time does not exceed

of them taken not more than

2. A primitive
abundant number not exceeding n, which satisjies
the three conditions
of Lemma 1, necessarily ha.8 a prime divisor between
(Jog.~}~~ mnd ~.1~(40v~if 22.is .w~j%kntly great.
LEMMA

For suppose that m = ab is such a primitive abunda.nt number, where
all prime factors of a are less than (log+z)IO, and all prime factors of b are
greater than n1/(40V). Then a(m)/m > 2, but, o(a)/a < 2, and so

by

(1)

and

(2)

of Lemma

1.

Also, by (2) of Lemma

1,
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that n is sufficiently

great.

Hence

u(m) = -da) 4)
m
a b
for sufficiently

< 2

large n, which is contrary to hypothesis.

LEMMA 3. If m is a primitive abu&nt
number not exceeding n, which
satis$es the three conditions of Lemma 1, and n is suflciently great, then

For letp be the greatest prime factor of m. By (1) and (3) of Lemma 1,
p2 + m, and p > nrl(20C,). Hence, writing rn = pm’,
u(m)
-=~(1++2(1+$)<2+&.
m
3. THEOREM.
n is o(njIog2 n).

The number of primitive abundant numbers not exceeding

It is sufficient to prove that the number of integers not exceeding n,
which satisfy the three conditions of Lemma 1, and which also satisfy the
conclusions of Lemmas 2 and 3, is o(n/log2n).
Denote these (different)
integers by b,, b,, . . . . b,. Each b, has a simple prime factor pi between
(log 4 lo and rW40v)- Write bi = p<C, SOthat ci < n/(log n)l”. Then to prove
the theorem it will clearly suffice to show that the numbers Ci (i = 1,2, . . . , k)
are all different.
Suppose that this is not so, i.e. suppose that c, = c~,, u #p.
Then,
evidently, py #p, (for, if so, b, = b,, which is not the case). Now

O(by)

4C”) P”f 1

b, = c,
and similarly

with p for

py ’

Hence

V.

4bJ

biL _ P!.L(Pu+l)

bv 4b,J

~v(~p+l)’

‘The right-ha’nd side is not I, and we can suppose without
that it is greater than 1. Then

4bv)
4,

b,
1
1
4b,J 21-h p,(pfi+ 1) 3 ‘+ nl/W’)

loss of generality
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But, by Lemma 3,
u&J
b,

bh
4J

2 + ( 2/n11(20v))

(

2

which is a contradiction.

zzz 1+1

~l/(ZOV)'

Thus the theorem is established.

4. It will be seen that the method used in this paper leads immediately
to a much better result than o (n/log2 n) for thenumber ofprimitive abundant
numbers not exceeding n,. I shall prove in a‘ subsequent paper that this
number lies between
n
&(log

?A log

log ,)a

and

n
@(log

* log log

szp ’

where cl and cg are two absolute constants.
Before closing my paper I would express my sincere gratitude
Mr. H. Davenport for having so kindly aided me in my work.
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